


#SEOULBOX

We've prepared a unique
curation of Kpop snacks and
goodies. Discover treats
which idols always bring in
their fan meetings. One
biscuit tastes almost like a
sandwich popular among
idols. How about cute BT21
merch or yogurt beauty
treat? Mag's here to help you
make most out of the box! 

Top Highlights

IDOL
ONCE GO IDOL, NEVER GET IDLED

Chips and sweets
which are on the top of
many idol stars' fave
snack list
2 BT21 goodies to
support your fan spirit
Exclusive insights into
Idol fandom culture

24 HOURS are not
enough, we have to keep
going ON and ON, and
feel even more
ENERGETIC after
finishing an entire
soundtrack. Welcome,
you just met the right
box: SOEULBOX IDOL

K-inspired snacks and
goodies to feed your soul

Calling all Seoulmates!
Post your unboxing for a
chance to win idol merch

SUJI SOHN,
CO-FOUNDER
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BIRD'S EYE VIEW
WHAT'S INSIDE?
Here's your overview of this
month's box - our Signature
SeoulBox will be featured

4
TASTING GUIDE
FEED YOUR SEOUL

FEATURE
8 FANDOM 101:

OFFICIAL COLORS
Invite you to the world of
creative and unique Kpop
idol culture : official colors

10
PRODUCE 36

WHOM TO STAN?
Imagine you can stan only
9 idol bands for the rest of
your life. Tough choice!

ENGAGE!
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Hi Seoulmate! Here's the
ultimate Korean snack box to
fulfill your Kpop moments :
SEOULBOX IDOL. Idol [아이돌;
a person or thing that is
greatly admired, loved, or 
revered] has become a
symbolic part of Korean
culture. Do the refreshing air
and flattering warmth of May
remind you of Kpop idols?

RAJ SATHI,
CO-FOUNDER



SWEET SNACKS TREATS

SAVORY SNACKS

SIGNATURE

GOODIES

MEALTIME

DRINKS



Mini Banana Kick
A banana flavored corn puff.
The banana taste is so sweet
and intense, it almost feels
like the snack is coated in
banana chocolate!

It's the ‘ultimate bias’ snack
of many idols. Most famous
members include BTS
Jungkook and Twice Sana

미니�바나나킥

King Goraebab
Stir Fried Flavor
An oven-baked crisp dusted
with addicted BBQ seasoning.
It’s in cute sea creature
shapes but tastes like a
meaty festival!

Have you tasted its mini
version? (featured in Back To
School SeoulBox 2019/10!)

왕고래밥�볶음양념맛

Rice Cracker
A seaweed-dotted rice
cracker sweet and lightly
salty at the same time.
Tastes like a cracker baked
after marinated in sweet
teriyaki sauce

Perfect with any soda or beer

김쌀과자

SIGNATURE
시그니쳐



Spaghetti
Ramyun
A unique Korean twist of the
symbolic Italian dish

Have you heard of a dish
called ‘Mark Jeongsik’? A
fan of GOT7's Mark invented
it to make him known
better. Find a detailed
recipe in myseoulbox.com

콕콕콕�스파게티

My Gummy
Chewing Jellies
A selection of super cute
baby fruits – grapes, plums,
and green apples

Need a moral support? Pack
this treat in your lunch box

마이구미�츄잉젤리

Strawberry Ting
Choc
A strawberry éclair that
melts in your mouth like ice
cream. For those who
remember 2019 October's
box, this is a new taste of
Chocolate Ting Choc

Serve it with fresh yogurt

딸기�팅촉

DELUXE
딜럭스

Yogurt Foam
Cleanser
This month’s K-Beauty treat
is a cleanser to make your
skin soft like idols’. Made of
yogurt and apple extracts

Rub it with your hands until
it makes foam. Apply evenly
to your face and wash
thoroughly

요거트�폼클렌징

Honey Butter
Chips
Just like this snack's perfect
harmony of sweet honey and
savory butter flavors, idols
capture millions of fans with
their sexy-cute cocktail

In their fan meetings, BTS
members are often found
eating Honey Butter Chips

허니버터칩

BT21 Gel Pen
A cute fat gel pen with a BT21
character on top

SeoulBox is never complete
without a cute goody.
Especially if it's Idol-themed
this month, you know what
you'll get

BT21�젤펜

Lemon Earl Grey
A cup of tea that contains
both a refreshing taste of
lemon and aromatic flavors
of earl grey

Steep in the fruit slice,
powder and tea bag. Pour
200ml of hot water. Stir 10 to
20 times and allow to brew
for 3 to 5 minutes

레몬�얼그레이



Yogurt Sand
Wafer
A light biscuit with airy
yogurt cream. A delicate
sweetness coming from a
well-baked wafer and the
right amount of spread

It makes a perfect tea snack
for your Boyi Tea

요거트�샌드�웨이퍼

Organic Fruit
Yogurt Candies
A freeze-dried yogurt candies
made of organic fruits

There’s a slang term ‘Gwa
Jeup Sang’, meaning idols
whose faces are refreshing
as fruits! So we felt obliged
to feature a snack which is
fruity and cute!

유기농�과일�요거트

Veggie Cracker
A biscuit of oddly satisfying
vegetable flavors

Inkigayo, a Korean music
show broadcast, is famous
among idols for sandwich.
Search ‘Inkigayo Sandwich’.
This cracker selection is to
mimic the taste of the
(allegedly super tasty) food

야채�크래커

Custard Cacao
Berry Edition
Crisp, but sweet raspberry
filling inside dark cocoa
sponge cake

If we have to choose a snack
to express what's Blackpink,
this cake will be the right
one to go for

카스타드�카카오베리



Kpop Tattoo
Stickers
Kpop-infused tattoo stickers
which you can stick to your
body and remove anytime

Which idol groups did you
get? Show off your shiny new
tattoos @seoulbox

케이팝�타투�스티커

Sip Li Candy
A hard candy in an adorable
sphere shape

This sweet has a fun story:
so hard to melt the candy, it
takes almost 3 miles (Sip Li
– gotcha!) to finish it. What a
cute jawbreaker

옛날�십리사탕

Dabang Coffee
Almonds
An almond coated in
‘Dabang Coffee’ flavored
chocolate. It's sweet coffee
made of sugar, powdered
milk and coffee flakes

Do you remember Maxim
Coffee Mix in K-Drama box?

다방커피�아몬드

Krispy Roll 15+2
A soft puff that tastes like a
roasted grain powder. Inside
is cheesy cream that makes
the snack even more
addictive

It’s selected as a tasty pun
of Seventeen, an idol band
that shines like a diamond

크리피스롤�15곡물�+�2견과

Boyi Tea
A tea with a gentle, woody
note. So mysterious, the
color changes to dark red
and produce a mellow taste
with thick body

Pour 100ml of hot water and
brew for 1 to 2 minutes. If
you want to enjoy as cold
tea, brew for 5 to 6 minutes
and stir well before serving

다농원�보이차

BT21 Cable
Wrapper
A silicon cable wrapper
with BT21 characters
decorated around

Level up your Kpop lifestyle
with a cable wrapper!
Inspired by BT21, a symbolic
mascot of BTS

BT21�케이블�래퍼

SeoulBox Sticker
A cool SeoulBox merch

?

서울박스�스티커

Freshly Roasted
Seaweed
A seaweed snack roasted
twice under high temprature.
Lightly seasoned with sea
salt and sesame oil

Wrap up avocado slices and
yogurt/chili/humus dressing
with your seaweed snacks

갓구운�재래김



OFFICIAL COLORS
Just like lightsticks, official colors of idol groups are unique and creative.

Initially started off as a simple color like orange or pink, official colors have
evloved massively over time. From Neon Red to Earth, meet a whole array of

pretty and shiny colors that represents Kpop stars and their fandom

KPOP�FANDOM�101

Red represents the girls' passion for music
while violet symbolizes a wonderful neverland.

NEON RED CHIC VIOLET

The pastel prism represents a mysterious
attraction which only SF9 and Fatasy have

FANTASIA HOLOGRAM

'HONEY UP' is moments which are sweet as
honey and refreshing as lemons

LEMON CHROMEYELLOW UP HONEY

A gradient expresses Chungha's diverse
talents and how she is always changing

AQUAMARINEGREEN APPLE FUCHSIA



'Cherry Tomato' and 'Vibrant Yellow' are
the colors that seem refreshing but also fierce

CHERRY TOMATO VIBRANT YELLOW

WEKI�MEKI

It's shining sea under the sunlight, softly and
gently representing the perfect times

STARLIGHT BLUECRYSTAL SEAS CLOUD

100%

Earth represents ONEUS, Moon represents
their fans TO MOONm and White Glittering is

the space in which they exist together

MOONEARTH GLITTERING

Apricot is full of freshness, and Neon Magenta
is full of bright energy, just like Twice and Once

APRICOT NEON MAGENTA

The colors mean that VERIVERY will relay their
warm sincerity to VERRERs, their fans, even

through the flashiness

IVORYWINE GLITTERING

VERIVERY

It signifies the joys and dreams DREAMNOTE
give to their fans and achieve together

JOYFUL GREEN CHEERFUL YELLOW



A

PICK YOUR IDOLS
Rules are simple: imagine you can stan only 9 idols bands for the rest of

your life, which group are you going for - among A, B, C &D? Tough choice!

B

C D

PRODUCE�36




